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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Located in the Peachtree Heights area of northwest Atlanta, the Witham-Clark 
House is a tour-de-force in the Neo-Georgian style, designed by Neel Reid in 1923 
and completed by local contractor J. S. Collins by 1926.

Situated on a gently rising knoll and surrounded by almost two acres of oaks, 
poplar, boxwood, and expansive lawns, this red brick, hip roof mansion is composed 
of a massive two and one-half story central block with recessed side wings that 
give the house its basically "U" shaped plan. To the rear is an A. J. Downing- 
inspired brick guest house and garage that is visually connected by a boxwood and 
stone walled garden.

The front facade of the Witham-Clark House is composed of a two and one-half 
five bay, central pavilion which is emphasized by stone quoins and three 

roof dormers. Two story, one bay, recessed wings complete the length of
the facade. The centrally located entrance features a heavy, broken pedimented 
doorway with side fluted pilasters that support the simple freize and massive scroll 
and pineapple design. The double doors are panelled and unlighted. The double 
hung six-over-six windows on the second floor and the corresponding long French 
doors on the first floor all have slightly curved jack arches and louvered shutters. 
Completing the front facade design is the stone string course between the first and 
second floors and the cast concrete bannister that defines a garden-porch area.

In plan, the U-shaped Witham-Clark House has over sixteen main rooms plus as 
sorted porches, bath and dressing rooms, and closets and pantries that are indica 
tive of a twentieth century design. Through the house the ceiling height is ten
feet, all flooring is oak, and walls are plaster lath.

i

The entry and stair hall is composed of two levels with stairs winding from 
the right over the depressed doorway and final assent on the left. Under the stairs 
on either side of the door are two closets: one large coat closet and one tin- 
lined rain closet with its original 1920 f s light fixture and bulb. Two curved steps 
separate this lower area from the remainder of the entry hall which gives access to 
the large living room and porch to the left, two doors to the dining room and another 
to the hall on the right. Adding to the spacious quality of this relatively compact 
area are panels with mirror insets. (The mirrors came from the Abner Calhoun House 
once located at Peachtree Street and Fifth Street.) Above the entrance is a six- 
over-six window with panel and scroll beneath that lights the stairs and open ban- 
nistered hallway of the second floor. All door trim. in the hall to living room 
and dining room has a roll frieze with heavy splayed molding on top.

The living room is a long rectangular room with panelled wainscot and chairrail. 
French doors open onto the front facade and, ' on the opposing end, there is an inset of 
bookcases on either side of a French door. Door and window trim is composed of 
broken segmental arches above center panelled freizes with dog-eared trim. The mantel,
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faced in marble with a large mirror overhead, is centered between two doors to the 
porch. This porch, forming the south recessed wing, has large screened arches that 
give visual access to the grounds.

The dining room, like the living room, is another formal room with many archi 
tectural details of trim and design. The door trim features a roll freize with 
dog-eared trim; and, also like the living room, there is a deep cornice. There is 
no wainscot, but a chairrail does occur. Venetian glass light fixtures are used 
and French doors open to the terrace garden. Two segmental arched niches, one 
leading to the kitchen area, are on either side of the black marble-faced fireplace. 
The mantel has a "landskip" panel over the mantel shelf underneath which are designs 
of egg and dart molding and reed and acanthus leaf motifs on the freize. Opposing 
the terrace wall is the opening into the entry hall with two symmetrical doors.

From the entry hall through a keystoned arch doorway there is a hallway that 
leads to a reception room, the rear service stair, bathroom, and luncheon and butler's 
pantry-kitchen area. Here the doors and windows diminish in elaboration and have no 
pedimented treatments.

The reception room, like the living room, has French doors that open onto the 
front bannistered terrace. On the north wall is a double sash window with panel 
beneath and a bookcase that both repeat the French door dimensions. Here the light 
fixtures are brass sconces.

The back hall with service stair leads to the side driveway. This exterior 
door has a delicate iron and glass fanlight. Outside the ironwork is repeated by 
the porch supports that also act as lamps. Off this back hall is also the luncheon 
room with tiled floor, triple sash bay windows, and a panelled wood ceiling. From 
the luncheon room there is access to the kitchen and the latticed, screened service 
porch through the butler's pantry. This pantry has its original large curved por 
celain sink and floor-to-ceiling glazed cabinets and counters. The formality of the 
door treatments has been reduced to a utilitarian six inch simple board frame in 
these service areas. A servants' call system, located in the butler's pantry, is 
still in working condition.

The rear service stair leads to the second floor, the basement, and the attic 
area. On the second floor there are five bedrooms - three with a wood burning 
fireplace - four bathrooms, a linen closet, a playroom, and a sundeck. All of the 
door treatment is the same as the first floor kitchen area with a six inch simple 
frame. All of the baths have the original fixtures including pedestal lavatories, 
inset medicine cabinets, marble, and herringbone patterned small-piece tile work.
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The master bedroom has access to two baths, a dressing room, and a playroom. The 
playroom, originally a screened sleeping porch with stretched canvas floor covering, 
was enclosed with windows only a year after the house was built. Two of the other 
bedrooms overlook the rear gardens, while another has access to a sun deck. The 
fifth bedroom now serves as an upstairs study.

The third floor, or attic, has a skylighted central servants' bedroom area 
with bath and adjoining rooms used for storage. The basement houses the boiler 
room, coal bin, and laundry. The original furnace, still intact but now replaced 
by a gas system, has a patent date of 1897 and was made by Hart and Grouse, Inc. of 
Utica, New York.

In the rear yard is the gabled brick guest cottage that serves below as the 
garage. Built like the main house in all stretcher bond, the cottage appears from 
the garden level as a one story guest house. However, because of the terrain, the 
three room guest quarters are actually the second floor with the first floor serving 
as a three car garage and tool shed. The guest house view from the main house 
appears as that of a small house, inspired by mid-nineteenth century cottage archi 
tecture, with a window covered by a pointed metal roof supported by intricate lat 
tice work that appears as a porch. (Reid used the term "pergola" to describe the 
lattice work "porch.")

Originally there was a child's brick playhouse on a crest of a hill behind 
the garage; but, when the original 3.147 acres was divided in 1972, several new 
building lots were created to the rear and the playhouse was torn down.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Witham-Clark House, a Neo-Georgian style house built in 1926, represents 
one of the latter works of Neel Reid, the principal designer for the early twentieth 
century firm of Hentz, Reid and Adler. It was the work of this Atlanta firm that 
gave impetus to the characterization of Atlanta's early twentieth century elite 
neighborhoods and made them among the most architecturally prominent of urban resi 
dential areas in America.

Joseph Neel Reid was born in Jacksonville, Alabama, on October 15, 1885. He 
moved with his family to Macon in 1903 where he met Curran R. Ellis, a Macon archi 
tect, when his parents 1 home was being remodeled. By 1904 he had moved to Atlanta, 
was working with architect Willis F. Denny, and had met Hal F. Hentz, with whom he 
would later go to Columbia University (1905-6), the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris 
(1906), and form a partnership (1909 until Reid f s death in 1926). Upon Reid's re 
turn from Paris and the atelier Laloux, he worked in New York for the firm of Murphy 
and Dana. By 1909 Reid had returned to Atlanta, rejoined Hentz (who had remained in 
Paris), and formed a partnership. In the same year, they received their first sub 
stantial commission, the Georgia Life Insurance Building in Macon. By 1910 the 
Macon office had been closed, an Atlanta firm opened, and they had made the elderly 
Norwegian architect, G. L. Norman, a partner. Norrman died soon after and by 1913 
Rudolph Adler had joined the firm. It was these three men who worked as a collabor 
ative group, with Neel Reid as the principal designer, that made major contributions 
to Atlanta and Georgia's architectural heritage during the early twentieth century.

The work of Hentz, Reid and Adler, although mainly residential, did include 
apartments, department stores, and libraries. A basic ingredient of their design 
was a profound sense of scale and proportion and the sensitive use of classical 
details in inventive and creative re-compositions - whether the project was a small 
town library or one of Atlanta's largest mansions.

Architecturally, the Witham-Clark House is a twentieth century version of a 
Georgian "Westover" - a massive hip roof mansion with all the grandeur and appoint 
ments of the age in which it was built. The outbuildings and numerous servants 
have been replaced by twentieth century technology built into the house. The 
architectural details are not pattern book designs but inventive compositions of 
the architect. The house's setting is important; not only is the correllation of 
the exterior facade 1 s position with the landscape a concern, but the relationship 
of the house with the grounds and gardens is taken into consideration.
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The original owner, Stuart Witham (1889-1962), was a native Atlantan. He 
was educated at Marist College, the University of Georgia, and Emory University. He 
held positions in the banking community, was the president of Atlantic Realty, and 
also served as trustee of LaGrange College and Young Harris College. He believed 
in philanthropy, caring for widows, orphans, and released prisoners. He and his 
wife, Harriet Calhoun (d. 1978), and family occupied the house until his death in 
1962. His wife then remained there alone until 1972 when she moved and sold the 
home.

Since January of 1972, the house has been owned and occupied by Dr. James Clark 
and his family who have sensitively maintained and refurbished this Atlanta 
landmark and who have recently discovered the original plans and drawings. The 
Witham-Clark House reflects the inventive composition of Neel Reid, who brought to 
Atlanta in this fine Neo-Georgian home the results of his study in Europe. It 
remains a residence, as it was originally constructed, fulfilling the intent x>f the 
architect and owner and serving as a stabilizing factor in the changing urban patterns 
of Atlanta.
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Verbal Boundary Description

All that land shown on the Tax Map as Unit 27, Square 2, Land Lot 113, 17th 
District, with the following dimensions:

Beginning at a point on Habersham Way and running 485.15 feet eastwardly; thence 
203.13 feet southwardly along Andrews Drive to a point; thence westwardly 475.02 feet 
to a point; and thence northwardly 86.41 feet to an iron stake; and thence 69.95 feet 
northwardly to the beginning point on Habersham Way.

These dimensions are identical to those in the deed found in Fulton County 
Superior Court Deed Book 5513, on page 395, which was recorded January 6, 1972. 
This deed transferred the property to the current owners. The plat for this transfer 
was made September 11, 1971.



SKETCH MAP - NOT TO SCALE
Witham-Clark House
Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia


